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Briefing Romania
No evidence of strict liquidity control, yet

Source: Reuters

EUR/RON
The EUR/RON traded more consistently to the upside yesterday, closing around 4.7650 on
increased turnover. The pressure is accumulating in our view for a test above 4.7700 which,
however, will likely be defended by the central bank.

Government bonds
Romanian government bonds have continued to trade defensively as in the previous couple of
days. The curve adjusted another 1-2 basis points higher, the 10Y benchmark now trading again
close to 5.00%. Worth noting that there was zero demand for the April-2026 bond at yesterday’s
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supplementary session where dealers could have bought up to RON75 million at the Monday
auction’s average of 4.72%.

Money market
The last days of the minimum reserve period find the cash rates trading below 1.00%. Longer
tenors closed flat compared to the previous day as banks likely prefer to wait and assess the
impact of the upcoming budget payments. NBR minutes are due later today and we will be looking
for any material debate on how to innovate the policy toolkit for better control of the liquidity
backdrop. 
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possession this publication comes should inform themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.
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for any purpose without the prior express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. ING Bank N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central
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